My close friend, dear confidant, and important
mentor, Rabbi Menachem Goldberger, who
is also our B. Stanley Resnick z”l Memorial
Scholar-In-Residence, has given me such
wonderful advice for the many years that he’s
been involved with Shoresh. He also has been
an invaluable bridge after we lost our dear
Rabbi Kosman zt”l a few years ago. He has
not only been there to guide our camp families
and staff members but he has also been a vital
asset to the Head Staff.
However, there is one piece of advice that
he has given me for the past few years, that
I hadn’t taken him up on. He said that, since
I’ve been pushing myself at such a crazy pace
during my Shoresh career, it might be smart to
consider a sabbatical from my job to recharge
my batteries and get myself healthy. (As I
write this, I am recovering from my 2nd knee
replacement since February and am starting
to feel like the Six Million Dollar Man!) He
had a great point being that I just began my
40th year at Shoresh this month and keep
getting older (but somehow not more mature!).
However, I kept politely disagreeing with
him, saying that I still felt fine and excited

about my job every single day
and I couldn’t imagine taking a
breather, but I truly appreciated his
caring advice.
As the famous saying goes, “Man
plans and Hashem laughs.” The
pandemic hit, causing the entire
world to slow down, including
Shoresh, so basically I’m taking
a mini-sabbatical with tens of
millions of my friends and taking
Rabbi Goldberger’s advice. 😊
The truth is, Shoresh really
hasn’t taken a break during this
challenging time. We summoned
our
inner
Rabbi
Kosman,
particularly his positive strength, rolled up our
sleeves and attacked this challenge head-on.
When we determined in June that we could
not physically open Camp Shoresh due to the
COVID-19 restrictions, we could have hidden
under our beds all summer and no one would
have blamed us for the inactivity.
The leaders of the organization, Phran and
Rabbi T as well as our executive board - Chair
John Davison, President Alan Lazerow,
First Vice President Yaakov Spatz, Second

Rabbi Dave with the Rozenberg family from Ashburn

Vice President Perri Goldenhersh, Treasurer
Howie Friedman, and Immediate Past
President Steve Attman - worked tirelessly to
come up with some great strategies to open our
camp this summer. We developed a program
called Shoresh@Home and it was a huge
success. Over 250 kids as well as their families
were involved with our four-week program,
and some even stayed on for a 5th week bonus
program!
We didn’t charge for the program knowing that
Continued on page 9

It was hard enough not having real
in-person camp this summer, but
the thought of a summer without
any Shabbatonim was even more
painful. Each Camp Shoresh season
there is a minimum of five Shabbatonim
– there is one practically every weekend
of camp! For many campers this is their
first taste of the beauty of Shabbos;
the glow of the candles, the taste of the
delicious challah, the inspiring words of
divrei Torah. It was daunting to think of
a Shabbaton-less summer. So, the plan for
a virtual Shabbaton weekend was formed
early on.
Unbeknownst to our families, the Shabbaton
weekend kicked off with a Wednesday night

family challah bake via Zoom facilitated
by master bakers Devorah Buxbaum and
MollyBeth Rushfield. Everyone mixed up
their own batches of homemade challah in
their kitchens not knowing what was to come.
Thursday was a surprise visitation day from
members of our Shoresh@Home staff to 80
of our families across Maryland and Virginia.
It was absolutely wonderful to see all the kids
and their parents in person after three weeks
of just being faces on a computer screen. All
the staff commented that it was truly the best
day of the summer seeing everyone’s happy
faces. The real surprise, however, was the
gift that the families received, an “Out of the
Box Shabbaton” in a box. Each box contained
all the ingredients needed to have their own
Shabbaton including a schedule of what to

“

We will be keeping the Shoresh at Home
“Shabbos In A Box” box forever! That was like
opening a box of love - literally. You could feel
and see the chesed and ahavah that went into
the making of those boxes!
– The Wesker family, Frederick

”

“My kids spent most of Friday evening
talking about Shoresh, funny memories, what

they’ve been learning, and why it is always
so much fun. We sincerely appreciate all of
your energy, compassion, thoughtfulness and
creativity.

”

– The Grumet family, Woodside

do and when. Candles, challahs, grape juice,
divrei Torah, games, candy, and even havdalah
supplies, made it possible for everyone to have
a Shabbaton on their own, while knowing we
were all doing it together.
We kicked off the “Out of the Box Shabbaton”
with pre-Shabbos ruach on Zoom with the
always entertaining duo of Rabbis Stein &
Majik. Shabbos concluded as we came back
on Zoom to have a beautiful havdalah service
led by singer Pinny Schachter with harmonies
by Eli Frenkel. Hopefully this will be the last
virtual Shabbaton we will have to have, but we
are glad that Shoresh was able to infuse the
magic of Shabbos into so many homes across
the state, even if it was from afar.

“

“

Thank you very much
for the surprise visit last
Thursday and for the
wonderful gift. The challahs
were very fresh and very
good. Our family enjoyed
them and the wine and the
candy. What a wonderful
idea!

”

– The Tsimmerman family, Olney

The kids were super thrilled with what
you gave them. The gluten free additions
were so special and thoughtful.
– The Rozenberg family, Ashburn

”

“

Thank you and the rest of Shoresh
for the Shabbat box! My family and I
are very grateful for the box of goodies
for shabbos!...We look forward to using
the items for our next Shabbat dinner &
havdalah.

”

– The Schlossenberg family, Germantown

Program Sponsors:
Henry & Fran Reitberger, Howard & Shirley Blumenfeld, Jason & Shani Reitberger, Jacob & Julie Blumenfeld, and Eric & Chaya
Reitberger in loving memory of beloved parents, grandparents, and great grandparents, Isaac & Jean Goldman a”h
Dr. Frona Brown & Family in loving memory of dear daughter, Esther Ann Adler Brown a”h and dear parents, Fay & Nathan
Holzman a”h
The Charles Crane Family Foundation
The Friedberg Family Foundation

Event Sponsors:
Rabbi Paysach Krohn Shiur - Michael & Linda Elman in honor of Rabbi Dave & the entire Shoresh staff
		
Rabbi David & Debbie Finkelstein in memory of Rabbi Efraim Majeski a”h and Norman Friedman a”h
		
Bruce & Julie Fried in memory of dear friend, Josh Lewis a”h
		
Allan & Barbara Rothenberg for a Refuah Shleima for Chaya Batya Bas Reizel
Pre -Shabbos Ruach with Rabbis Stein & Majik - Moishe & Chavi Abramson
Pre-Shabbos Ruach with Nossi Gross & Shlomo Horwitz - Tim & Rochelle Fink
Pre-Shabbos Ruach with Shlomo & Devorah Buxbaum - Aharon & Debbie Gibber
Family Trivia Night - Jerry & Sora Wolasky
Price Is Right Game Show - Carl & Naomi Lazerow
Game Shows with Avi Frier - Bruce Sholk & Beth Kaplan
Shlock Rock Concert - Brian & Dafna Berman and Family
Moshav Band Concert - David & Michelle Klein
		
David & Michelle Schwartz in memory of Devorah bat Dovid Moshe ha’levi v’Feige a”h
Tom Cotter Comedy Show - Bill & Myra Fox
Eric Jones Illusionist Show - Bill & Myra Fox
Havdalah & Bonfire with Pinny Schachter - Dov & Jenny Ocken
July 4th Havdalah & Fireworks - Rabbi Neil Tow & Rabbi Rachel Schwartz
2gether Tuesdays - Ben Greenwald
Shlomo & Devorah Buxbaum’s Davening Class - Rabbi David & Debbie Finkelstein
		
in memory of her dear Rebbetzin and teacher, Rebbetzin Chaya Ausband a”h
Closing Ceremony - The Phillip & Harriet Klein Foundation

Out of the Box Shabbaton in a Box Sponsors:
Hershel & Esther Boehm
Bill & Myra Fox
Aaron & Beth Goldberg
Dean & Devorah Grayson
Lowell Glazer
Garen & Emily Minton
Matt & Susie Schoenfeld
Ayala Weinberg in memory of dear parents, Rabbi Yona & Rebbetzin Jaffa Munk a”h
Steve & Kerri Suissa in honor of Amari & Arielle, and Amari’s Bat Mitzvah
Rafi & Chava Cohen for a Refuah Shleima for her dear uncle, Elia Halevi Ben Yetta Chava
Yoni & Ashley Strauss in memory of their dear son, Levi Chaim a”h

It has been so challenging not seeing our families for the
past six months. We thought long and hard on a solution to
come together, but in an appropriately social-distanced way.
Apple picking! Yes, it’s outdoors and it’s right before Rosh
Hashana. That would be the answer.

joined, traveling from Rockville, Baltimore, Silver Spring,
Frederick, and even Virginia to share in the fun. It was so
nice to see everyone’s smiling faces – even through their
masks we knew they were smiling! After everyone picked
their bounty, we came together to hear Rabbi T explain the
symbolism of eating apples on Rosh Hashana.

We met up the Sunday before Rosh Hashana at Catoctin
Mountain Orchards in Thurmont to catch up with one We know that this group will begin with a sweet New Year,
another and spend the gorgeous afternoon picking apples and a lot of apple pies!
to celebrate the upcoming Holiday. Over 75 people

Based on the huge success of our “Out of the
Box Shabbaton” in a box, we decided that
our families could also use a pick-me-up for
the High Holy Days. We therefore created
“Rosh Hashana in the Bag” for 100 of our
families. If you say that something is “in the
bag,” you mean that you are certain that you
will get it or achieve it. Though our plans for
celebrating this New Year were not what we
all traditionally do, we wanted to make sure
it would still be a success. The personalized

knapsack “Shofar, So Good,” was a tribute
to surviving the past six months. Hopefully it
has taught us all to appreciate the little things
in life that we sometimes take for granted.
Our Rosh Hashana fairies were parading all
over Maryland and Virginia the days prior to
the holiday, bringing good cheer and a bag
filled with goodies with everything needed to
celebrate: A round challah, honey, an apple,
honey cake, jelly fish, candles, and more. Also
tucked inside was a specially made booklet

of Rosh Hashana recipes from some of our
Shoresh staff and their spouses. Due to a lack
of manpower, we mailed out an additional
250 recipe booklets for our families that did
not get bags delivered. We hope that this New
Year will allow us to have more in-person
experiences, but if not, just know that Shoresh
will have our families’ backs. If you’d like a
Shoresh cookbook emailed to you, please
email phran@shoresh.com.

Thank you to our
Rosh Hashana in the Bag Sponsors:
Chanina & Tammy Reischer
Shimmy & Joely Bernstein
Marvin & Linda Diamond
Gary & Helene Lenet
Shmueli & Malki Wealcatch
Doug Schmidt
Yossi & Sarah Scheller
Bruce & Lois Kauffman
in honor of Mildred E. Kauffman and Morris Zwagil
Yitzy & Melissa Shnidman in honor of Debbie Finkelstein

“

“

Thank you so much for schlepping to
our home, and for the amazing bag of
goodies you brought us!! That was so
incredibly kind of you to visit us, and we
appreciated seeing you so much! I am
still choked up about it!!

Thank you so much for the lovely
and thoughtful Rosh Hashana package!!
Really touching, and yummy, and useful!
I especially enjoyed the honey cake and
we used the simanim page and went thru
the blessings. The kids were very proud to
share the goodies with our guests.

”

“

Wow!! What a wonderful surprise!!
Thank you so very much for the Rosh
Hashana gift bag! It’s so thoughtful
and OMG, you guys don’t miss a beat!
You always think of everything and
everyone!...
So, thank you for driving all the way to
Frederick to help to make our holiday
sweeter! You are AMAZING!

”

“

It was so great to see you today.
Thank you so much for stopping by and
bringing us a Shoresh treat for Rosh
Hashana. It’s been a hectic few days,
and seeing your face (in person, no less!)
really lifted everyone up today.

”

”

Members of Shoresh’s Fidler Teen
Torah Center gathered together for both
days of Rosh Hashana at Etz Chaim in
Baltimore to have their own services.
The
private,
socially-distanced
program
included
explanatory
Shacharis and Musaf services.
Sunday also included powerful shofar
blowing. Additionally, both days had
delicious individually portioned ice
cream (donated by Sprinkles) and

pastries during the kiddush break.
During the kiddush, Camp Shoresh
Division Head, Moshe Tuchman,
shared some inspiring insights on how
to improve yourself for the new year.
Shoresh would like to thank Rabbi
Alexander Seinfeld for spearheading
this meaningful program and Rabbis
Elie Levy and Shaya Swiatycki
for running an unforgettable Rosh
Hashana.

On Sunday, October 18th, the Jewish
people lost a unique, special individual,
Michael Klein. I personally lost a good and
treasured friend. Michael and I laughed
together, spent Shabbos meals at my house
where he and his dear wife, Jennifer, loved
Debbie’s cholent and kishke. We would
try out all the different kosher restaurants
in town. If he liked the food and price, he
would heap praise on the establishment but
if he didn’t like the food and price, watch
out! :). We attended Ravens and Orioles
games together and the Klein pool was
always open to the Finkelstein family.
Michael had a special relationship with
our son Chaim, as well. Chaim worked as
his right-hand man this past year. There is
nothing that the two of them wouldn’t do
for each other. Chaim is definitely grieving
heavily over this loss.
You always knew where you stood with
Michael. He was direct and honest. It

took a while for me to get into Michael’s
good graces because truthfully, who really
needs another Rabbi in their lives?  But as
we got to know each other better, Michael
welcomed this Rabbi with an open heart
and a lot of love. We truly enjoyed each
other’s company and had a lot of deep,
philosophical discussions about Judaism
and life.
How was I blessed to be so friendly with
Michael and the entire Klein family?
Michael’s parents, Harriett and Phil Klein,
who were our neighbors, became friendly
with Debbie and me and our whole family
over 30 years ago. The senior Kleins soon
became Shoresh board members. They
treated us as if we were family. Their
generous philanthropy included annual
scholarships and the donation of the Klein
Activities Center which is housed in our big
red barn. They introduced Michael to me,
and, as they say, the rest is history.

Michael soon became one of our most
generous patrons, donating cabin rooms and
being a major sponsor of the teen winter teen
trips, as well as contributing several camp
scholarships. Additionally, he donated 18
half scholarships for our Fidler Teen Torah
trip to Israel this past winter. Michael and
Jennifer’s legacy will be cemented forever
on the Shoresh campus with their donation
of the Klein Aquatics Center. Michael truly
loved the dedication and our campers and
staff sang for him and danced in the pool
for the celebration. Michael spoke at the
dedication saying, “There is no better
feeling than to help such wonderful Jewish
children reach their Jewish potential. The
future is all about children like all of you
here at Camp Shoresh.”
I think that says what Michael is all about.
Rest easy my friend. People can be replaced
but you will never be forgotten.

Continued from page 1

many families had been struggling since March.
I knew we had amazing, loyal and generous
friends partnering with me at Shoresh but I
didn’t realize to what extent until I started raising
money for this program. I was overwhelmed by
everyone’s support, especially from those who
stepped up to be Program Sponsors: Henry
& Fran Reitberger, Howard & Shirley
Blumenfeld, Jason & Shani Reitberger,
Jacob & Julie Blumenfeld, Eric & Chaya
Reitberger, Dr. Frona Brown & Family, The
Charles Crane Family Foundation and The
Friedberg Family Foundation. I can’t thank
them enough for their friendship. Many parents
and grandparents also played a major role in
our summer camp program. They donated
money back from their 2020 camp tuition and
gave money in honor of their grandchildren for
our Keeping Shoresh Roots Alive campaign.
I was really moved by this beautiful group’s
outpouring of love for Shoresh.
Once the Executive Board and Board gave us the
go-ahead to open a virtual camp, I reached out
to my A-Team staff because I knew we couldn’t
run this unique program successfully without
them. Rabbi Asher Stein,  Rabbi Yakov
Majeski, MollyBeth Rushfield, Alon Dek,
Devorah Buxbaum,  Rabbi Shlomo Buxbaum,

Rachel Shar, Moshe Tuchman, Rabbi Paltiel
Brodsky, Sharon Nicholas, Shlomit Bernstein,
Max Cantor, Leeba Goldenhersh, Tehila
Kugielsky, Liav Lewitt, Penina Majeski,
Ronit Miller, and Evyatar Singerman joined
Rabbi T, Phran and me to connect with our
campers and families in this exciting new way.
Additionally, Liz and Shelly continue to play
a vital role in the success of the organization thank you, ladies!
One of the most special days in my career
took place towards the end of the Shoresh@
Home program. After the morning sessions,
many of the staff undertook a service-on-theroad program and delivered beautiful Shabbos/
Shabbat packages to families all over Maryland
and Virginia. Phran did an absolutely amazing
job envisioning and pulling together these
packages and her one-of-a-kind creativity made
the project so special.
Our families were pleasantly shocked and so
appreciative. I personally went to 16 homes
in Virginia to deliver the packages and spend
time with our families. I jumped in my car at
1:30 and didn’t get home until 11:00 p.m. - it
was exhilarating! I never realized how spreadout our Virginia families are! I also brought
cakes for some Bat Mitzvah girls who missed
their big celebrations because of COVID-19. I

When life gives you lemons, you make lemonade. This Sukkos we
did our best to make “esrogade.” Every year the Shoresh staff eagerly
awaits the arrival of the Sukkos/Simchas Torah season. For over 15
years, we have been celebrating Sukkos festivities on the Shoresh
campus. Around 12 years ago we began sleeping over for the last days
of Sukkos to spend Shemeni Atzers/Simchas Torah together with
anywhere from 100-250 people per day. It is always a highlight to
come together and eat in our beautiful Edelman sukkah. Last year we
managed to squeeze in 225 people. Sadly, this year we would not be
able to celebrate together. We put together a creative video
that was sent to the regular participants showcasing all the
things we would miss not being together like always. Thanks
to Chaim “Waxie” Wachspress, Becca & Josh Friedman,
and Dr. & Mrs. Edelman for their not-so award-winning
performances.
Our Shoresh staff would not stand idly by and do nothing,
however. Several head staff members opened their personal
sukkahs to our Shoresh families to share the mitzvah of
dwelling in the sukkah. To maintain safety during Covid,
guests had to sign up in advance for 30-minute visitations
and all treats were individually wrapped. Thank you to the

danced for them in their lawns and driveways.
It really was so special for me and several of our
families had tears in their eyes. Unfortunatley,
I’ll never make it on Dancing with the Stars!
As I write this article, Rosh Hashana has just
concluded and Yom Kippur and Sukkos/Sukkot
are around the corner. Even though we can’t run
a “normal” schedule, we still are actively being
creative programmatically to reach our families.
We had a great apple picking event in Thurmont
with over 75 attendees. Our classes for adults,
high school teens, and middle school children
continue on Zoom and have been very wellattended.
Finally, when a great idea works, you stick
with it. So, our Shoresh staff got back in their
cars and delivered close to 100 Rosh Hashana
packages. Phran is truly “A-MAZ-ING,” as
Rabbi Kosman would say. Thank you to all of
our amazing Rosh Hashana sponsors; please
feel free to call me at 410-908-2267 or email
me at rdave@shoresh.com after you receive
this publication if you are interested in being a
future program sponsor.
Thank you and a happy and healthy New Year
to you and your family!
Rabbi Dave

Deks, Edelmans, Rushfields, and Tuchmans who opened up their
sukkahs for these experiences.
Additionally, during the week of Sukkos, special goody bags filled
with candy and pastries were dropped off to 75 of our Shoresh
Baltimore families for a “Stay at Home Sukkah Hop.” The kids all
loved this unexpected treat. We pray that we will be in Adamstown
next year to dance with the Torah and eat in the sukkah together once
again.

Our monthly TTC classes
had record attendance and our
Adult Education classes were
going strong prior to the pandemic.
There were weekly classes at Beth
Sholom in Frederick taught by
Rabbi T, learning about the spiritual
strengths of locations in Israel in the
“Majestic Mountains and Sacred Cities”
class. There were also a monthly Virginia
home group and a Businessmen’s Forum
in Baltimore. We were hoping that our inperson learning would resume post-Pesach,
but we all know how that turned out. Our
pre-Pesach class took place on Zoom, and we
e-mailed guides on how to run a Pesach Seder
and a packet of reading material for Shavuos
to aid our families that were on their own for
the first time.
In May, Rabbi Dave facilitated a special class
called “I love my Judaism” that was in memory
of five special people who had recently passed
away: Rebbetzin Carol Kosman, Norm
Friedman (father of Kenny Friedman), Stevan
Levy (father of Rachel Ravin), Ephraim
Majeski (father of Rabbi Yakov Majeski),

Rabbi Reuben Poupko (Rabbi of Beth Israel
Beth Aaron in Montreal, Canada) tells of a
noted sociologist who, after completing a
study on anti-Semitism, was asked to share his
findings. He responded with a sad, but very
accurate, joke: If you ask an anti-Semite what
he thinks of the Jewish People, he responds by
describing Jews as a nation of liars, thieves,
and parasites. Ask him what he thinks of
Goldberg – “Well, Goldberg is an exception. I
would trust him with my life.” Ask him about
Cohen – “Well, Cohen is different. He’s a
jewel of a human being.” Now, ask a Jew on
the other hand, his opinion of his own people
and he will share an entire discourse on our
gloried past and history, the contributions
and achievements to benefit society, etc. Ask
him what he thinks about Yankel – “Yankel
is a ganef (thief) and a crook!” What about
Moishe – “Moishe is a liar and an egotistical
maniac!”
Many of us have been fortunate over the
past few weeks to hear Birkat Kohanim (the
Priestly Blessings) on Yom Tov. However,
there is a strange law sourced in the Zohar

and Miryam Meyer (grandmother of Devorah
Buxbaum) – may their memories be a blessing.  
A family member of each spoke eloquently
about how they were role models for being good
Jews. It was quite a meaningful program.

of the Hebrew alphabet. Additionally, Rabbi T
resumed his Beth Sholom weekly class with a
new topic called “Text Messages” – learning
lessons from the world’s best-selling book, the
Torah, on Wednesday nights.

All our Brew Crew participants had the
opportunity to join together for various sessions
in April and May led Rabbi Dave, Rabbi
Majik, Rabbi Shlomo Buxbaum, and Rabbi T.
In September, our teen classes were rebranded
Shoresh Jewnity, as we no longer were restricted
by city limits and could all be unified through
Zoom. Rabbi T learned with the high school
teens and Rabbi Dave taught the middle school
kids.

In June, Rabbi T Zoomed with our Virginia
families for a class called “A New and Improved
Me: Character Development through the Lens
of the Torah.” After a brief summer hiatus, SNL
became Tuesdays with T, resuming the Alef
Bet class that is still in progress. As the High
Holy Days were approaching, there was still
much information to share with our families.
Several Camp Shoresh head staff members
recorded brief messages that were e-mailed each
day prior to Rosh Hashana to give everyone
chizuk (strength). And Rabbi T held a Zoom
class for the Virginia group called “Taking Your
Holidays to a Higher Level.” Though we are
unsure when our classes will resume in person,
we are pleased that our Zoom sessions allow
our families from all over Maryland, D.C., and
Virginia to learn together. For more information
about these classes or, if you have a suggestion
for a new topic, please contact Rabbi T at
rabbit@shoresh.com.

After Pesach, our Shoresh Nightly Learning
(SNL) sessions continued with Rabbi T
teaching Rambam’s 13 Principles of Faith.
Adults and teens came on Zoom every SundayThursday evenings for several weeks until all
13 principles were covered in depth. Once that
was completed, a new SNL series began titled
“How well do you know the Alef Bet?” delving
into the letters, learning about their shape, their
value, and what makes them the building blocks

that states, “Any Kohen that does not have
genuine love for the Jewish People, or who
is not inclined to show mercy/compassion to
them, should not be allowed to bless them.”
What the Zohar seems to be telling us is
that the resume of a Kohen must begin with
unconditional love of the Jewish People in
order to stand before them and bless them.
Often, however, our love for the Jewish People
is only for the collective whole and not for the
individual. Many will work tirelessly for Israel,
local chesed organizations, synagogues and
schools but find it too difficult or bothersome
to labor on behalf of the individual. We must
show love for the “Moishes” and “Yankels” as
much as we do for “Klal Yisroel.”
While I am far from being a Kabbalist, I
am familiar with what is perhaps the most
well-known phrase in the Zohar. “Yisroel
V’Oraysa V’Kudsha B’rich Hu, Chad Hu” –
that the Jewish People, the Torah and HaShem
are all one. On the most basic level, this
means that whatever applies to one of them,
must apply to the others as well. If we are

commanded to show our love to HaShem as it
says, “V’ahavta es HaShem Elokecha” – you
shall love HaShem, your G-d – then we are
also commanded to show our love for each
member of Klal Yisroel as it says, “V’ahavta
L’rayacha Kamocha” – you shall love your
fellow as yourself. This is not limited to Klal
Yisroel as a whole, but to each and every
individual as well.
A corollary of this idea is also extremely
important. Just as our love for G-d should not
diminish despite many unanswerable questions
we may have; just as our commitment and
dedication to the Torah and Mitzvos should
not waver even when challenged with a lack
of understanding; so too, our love for our
fellow Jew must not diminish even when
confronted with human failings. Our love for
the individual Jew must be as strong as our
love for HaShem and His Torah.
May we merit to hear the blessings uttered
by the Kohanim at the next Festival, together
as one people, in Yerushalyim and the newly
built Beis HaMikdash. Amen.

Shoresh Nightly Learning (SNL):
“It has been a rough year so far and even
worse news has come along that camp won’t
be happening this summer, but I have never felt
as close to Shoresh as right now. The nightly
learning by Rabbi T has kept me connected to
Shoresh and I really enjoy being able to learn
on a daily basis.”
“…Needless to say, I feel even more of a connection to Shoresh during these past three
months than usual thanks to seeing everyone’s
faces and smiles so regularly on Zoom. I’ve
learned so much, but the most important part
has been the strong feeling of belonging to a
special community during a time when we are
all so physically isolated and loneliness threatens to consume us. Our family is so very grateful for our Shoresh community and the roots
they have given us. Thank you for being there
for us during this pandemic and ALL YEAR
LONG!”
“Just wanted to give a shout out and thank you
to Rabbi T and the rest of the Shoresh staff for
putting together their amazing SNL classes
during this pandemic. I have been taking a class
from Rabbi T for 11 years, so to be able to continue that class and take others that are being
offered so I can continue my adult education,
means so much to me.”
Shoresh@Home virtual camp:
“First of all, our three kids are LOOOOVING
Shoresh@Home! It is such a blessing that you
guys are doing this for the kids. They weren’t
so sure before it started - no one liked virtual school - but Shoresh@Home each morning
has been a fantastic experience. (So much so
that I had to schedule to take the kids to clean
out their locker at school, and they made sure
it would not be at a time to miss Shoresh that
day!)”
“We took a different type of trip - a road trip
from Silver Spring to Pittsburgh and on to St.
Louis. The trip had many high points - most
notably, we loved seeing our parents and grandparents after so many months apart. And it was
truly meaningful that our daughter was able
to join her Shoresh learning group every day
of the trip, even on the days we were driving
through the Midwest. Our kids have loved the
Shoresh@Home activities including davening,
learning, games, and other special activities!
We always knew that Shoresh has an amazing
and creative staff, but for the first time we have
been able to watch our kids take part in the
Shoresh experience from home. Thank you for
all of the hard work and the amazing program-

ming, including the Shabbaton in a box and the
challah bake! We look forward to being back in
Adamstown in 2021!”
“We were so sad when it became clear that our
kids weren’t going to be able to attend Shoresh
this summer. We wanted them to have some
connection to Shoresh this summer and were
happy to hear they were going to provide a daily learning program. Our daughter has attended almost every day and really enjoys starting
off her day with Torah learning and seeing her
friends and familiar Shoresh staff. She said,
‘Even though we can’t be in camp, the staff still
takes the time to be with us every day and go
above and beyond. The learning is really interesting, and I’ve learned a lot.’ Then as a family
we’ve tried to catch most of the evening programs. Here my younger future “Shoreshers”
joined in the fun. Each morning they would
ask, “What’s the Shoresh program tonight?”
The trivia games were a blast and my kids were
so engaged. We can’t wait for the yummy challah they made this week with MollyBeth and
Devorah. Thank you so much, Shoresh, for
keeping us going this summer and we are looking forward to an amazing summer at Shoresh
in 2021.”
“Our son is having a BLAST with Shoresh@
Home this summer.  We have the schedule posted in the kitchen and he plans his day around
Shoresh.  We were really worried about how he
would handle a summer without Shoresh, but as
always, you all go above and beyond to reach
out and make Shoresh accessible for everyone.  
We can’t begin to thank you enough for all you
do for him and our entire family…He practically led Shabbos for our family last week!  He
recited all the divrei Torah, the kids did the skit
together, and we did the question and answer
sheet together as a family (our son providing
the answers, of course!)  He’s like our Rabbi in
training, G-d willing!”  
“My kids all had a wonderful time with Shoresh
this month.   The program was very well run,
and the staff was enthusiastic in all that they
were doing.   One daughter loved the discussions and another daughter felt like she shined.  
Two of our other kids especially loved the davening - it was the highlight of their day!  The
kids will definitely miss Shoresh next week! If
Shoresh at Home was this amazing - we can’t
wait to see Shoresh in Camp!!! :)”
“Thank you for having the virtual Shoresh this
summer. It’s been great! This was the only way
we could convince our son to daven; he refused
to do it with his school or our shul, even though
they are both providing Zoom davening for
kids, too.”

“Even though the pandemic has caused us all
to be quarantined, and there wasn’t a lot to look
forward to, Shoresh changed that for me. It
gives me a reason to wake up in the morning
and to get going as I’m so excited to join the
many programs Shoresh is offering throughout
the day!”
Shoresh Online Session (S.O.S.):
“Thank you so much for the video, it was really very inspirational and I’m certain that our
kids will benefit from its message! We feel very
lucky that we have Camp Shoresh in our lives!
Especially during the pandemic.  You’re right,
Shoresh isn’t just for summer!”
Rosh Hashana “in the bag”:
“We want to thank the Shoresh family for the
wonderful bag left on our porch today. Our
daughter was extremely excited to see all the
things for Rosh Hashana. It was such a wonderful token. We feel extremely loved especially
during these difficult times. We want to wish
you all a happy and healthy New Year.”
“Thank you so much for the special delivery!
It brightened our day and will definitely make
our Rosh Hashana more special. We are very
touched. Thank you for this kind generous
gift!!!”
“Shoresh and the work that you do as an organization keeps touching our hearts in ways you
wouldn’t even imagine. We are humbled by all
the attention the kids are receiving and they
are so happy when members of Shoresh pay us
home visits.   Today they have received Rosh
Hashana goodies and we are again very thankful to you for accepting us into the Shoresh
family.”
“Thank you so much for the fun and delicious
bag today. The kids loved receiving a present
from Shoresh to celebrate the New Year.”
“Thanks for the fun cookbook! I am going to
make a couple of these recipes for
Friday night! Love it!”

A son, Hillel Moshe, to Tova &
Shai Scherer

A daughter, Miriam Ruti,
to Esti & Moshe Tuchman

A daughter, Lilah, to Lindsay & A daughter, Adina Nechama,
to Sara (Trombka) & Dov Fink
Burton Daniel
A son, Eitan Yehudah, to Aliza
& Kovi Barron
A daughter, Chana Miriam, to
Molly & Rafi Kristall Weiss

A daughter, Amalia Devorah,
to Eliana (Bauman) & Josh
Hanau
A son, Yedidyah Aharon, to
Carmel & Moshe Lehmann

A son, Joshua Zev, to Melissa &
A son, Colt Joseph, to Brandi Jo
Chaim Lazarus
& Rob Hancock

A son, Theo, to
Shira (Bauman) & Ranan
Tannenbaum

Melissa Dragone to
Sam Ebert-Zavos

A daughter, Sophia Rose,
to Allison (Needle) & Eric
Hoffman

Hadassa Kosoff to
Meir Samberg

A son, Zvi Uriel, to Naomi &
Meyer Beren

Danielle Seda to Zev
Shields

A daughter, Ariella, to Tehilla & Rachie Ehrlich to
Daniel Shuman
Adam Neuman

Maya (Alezra) & Moshe
Langerman
Blimi (Feder) & Yehudah Blum
Rebecca (Kraut) &
Evan Kominsky
Shani (Finkelstein) &
Daniel Fink
Sarah & Asher Friedburg

Penina (Majeski) &
Chaim Mandelbaum

Charlie Lazarus

Yali (Perlmutter) & Noam Efrati
Zahava & Yechiel Reischer

Eitan Shar
Hyatt Gordon

Natalie & Avi Friedberg
Sima & Jonathan Chansky
Jane & Akiva Hamburger

Jacob Wetrogan
Zachary Wetrogan

Shani & Daniel Fink

Penina & Chaim Mandelbaum

Leslie Williamson was the
Director of Junior Shoresh
from 2002-2004. She loved
all of her counselors that
worked for her, but she has
a special fondness for Chani
(Barkai) Simhi. She also
enjoyed working with Rabbi
Stein and David Mitnick.
Her memory is one that
sounds unbelievable, but it’s
true. The first day of second
session almost 20 years ago,
Junior Shoresh took a trip to
the Land of Little Horses in
Pennsylvania. While there,
their bus was repossessed, and
they had no way of getting the
kids back to camp. She had
to buy the kids ice cream to
keep them entertained and

wait for some vans to do
the 1+ hour drive to come
get everyone.
All three of Leslie’s children
(listed here) attended Shoresh.
She lives in Frederick with
her husband Jeff and she
teaches social studies at New
Market Middle School.
Gene Paffrath attended camp
for five years as a camper,
and three years as staff. He
will never forget the Hershey
Park trip where he was stuck
on the Sidewinder for hours
next to Mark Prince. David
Mitnick is undoubtably his
favorite staff member of all
time.

Asher & Sarah Friedburg

Gene lives
in the Canton
neighborhood
of
Baltimore
and he is a
QA lead at a Fortune 500
pharmaceutical company.
Stephanie (Shira) Paffrath
was a Shoresh camper for
seven years. She then worked
as a counselor and in the
office for almost a decade
more. Her favorite memory
is back in the day when
the Baltimore Shabbaton
started on Thursday and went
through Sunday morning.
She loved that it kicked off
on Thursdays with a BBQ

Adina, Sara & Dov Fink

followed by an Orioles’ game,
and concluded with the whole
camp together for breakfast
on Sunday morning.
Her favorite counselors were
Chaya Gibber and Erica
Dek, but her favorite staff
member of all time has to be
David Mitnick. (That’s 3
votes for Mitnick!) Stephanie
currently lives in Baltimore
and works for Sheppard Pratt.
Sam
Williamson
only
attended Shoresh for two

Avi & Natalie Friedberg

summers, but he recalls
playing lots of basketball
during that time. Of course,
his favorite staff member was
David Mitnick. [Editor’s
Note: Why do all the
Williamsons/Paffraths love
Mitnick so much?]
Sam lives in Poolesville and
he is a carpenter and outdoor
sports instructor.

THANK YOU TO THE SPONSORS OF THIS EDITION OF THE SHORESH NEWS & NOTES:

I thank the Baltimore community for 10 years of trust and confidence
in your mortgage financing. I am truly grateful for the many friends
and family you have sent my way. I look forward to many more years of
shared health, happiness and success.

Work with a lender who is known for his integrity, soft and patient
approach and, of course, low rates and fees.

Shimmy Braun

SVP of Mortgage Lending
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